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Nonacademic building fund
faces legislat.i ve objections
I

By RANDY NOLES
Contributing News Editor

A Bo~rd of Regents (BOR)
building fund from which FTU
would receive $3.6 million is
facing legislative objections.
The fund, approved by the
regents in September, amounts
to nearly $50 million--$23
million in student activities fees
and the remaining $26 million to
come from the sale of bonds.
THE MONEY would be
divided among the state
universities for the construction
of "nonacademic" buildings,
such as muiti-purpose sports
arenas at the University of
Florida (U of F). The University

of South Florid (USF), and
Florida State University (FSU).
'IT WAS the proposed bond
issue that raise the ire of several
Florida legislators, including
Sen. Phil Lewis, D-West Palm
Beach and Rep. Richard Hodes,
D-Tampa, prompting them to
meet with SUS Chancellor E. T.
York, who later withdrew the
request from ·the state cabinet
agenda.
Stalled by the delay are a
number of tentative . plans for
FTU, including a fine arts
performing center, an expansion
of outdoor athletic facilities, and
matching funds for dormitory
construction.
0 TH ER PROPOSALS for

FTU include a student health
and developmental center, and a
new bookstore.
DR. W. REX Brown,
vice-president for student affairs,
said, "I don't know what they
(the legislators) want -- we badly
need this money."
"We have very inadequate
health and developmental
facilities here," he added, "and
even money for increased
housing alone would help us
out."
HERMAN MYERS, staff
director of the Senate Education
Committee chaired by Lewis,
questioned the necessity of
issuing the bonclS.
"IF THERE is already $22
millioIJ, to $24 million available
in student activities fees , then
why issue bonds for more? " he
asked.
Myers said the legislators had
no objections to mass-seating
facilities, or any -0ther type of
non-educational
building" as
center personnel can observe the
long as the BOR has the cash on
children without interfering with
hand."
the programs.
_
HODES, CHAIRMAN of the
Also included will be an
House
Education Committee,
indoor play area crafts and a
dining hall. A receiving kitchen . accused the regents and the
will '.'satellite" food from the .'- universities of "poor planning"
in their proposed utilization of
main cafeteria.
the state money.
"This is not a nursery, Dean
"THE CHANCELLORS"
Wilson said. "Each chlld will be
office just allocated the money
subject~d to
an educational
and told the universities to build
program which has been
whatever they want, with
designed by the monies
absolutely no establ-ished
available."
feasibili~tU:~i~~- and . no

Child care center
construction begins
By STEVE DAVIS
Staff Writer

A groundbreaking ceremony
Friday signaled the start of
construction for the FTU child
· care center, scheduled for
completion within the next five
months.
· The single-story unit will
house a full-scale educational
program for children between
the ages of 2 and 5 on weekdays.
No provisions have been
i mm.ediately plann.ed for
. accepting children under the age
of 2, according to Dean of
Women Carol Wilson, supervisor
of the center. This would require
additional staff members and
funding.
State regulations require 25
square feet of usable space per
child within the facility. This
· will limit the maximum amount
of children the center can
accommodate at a given time to
about 70.
Wilson explained, "This is a
self-supporting o'peratio.n
primarily designed for students. ·
However, non-students may also
use this facility."
Charges will be computed on
the basis of three-hour units
beginning at 8 a.m. and ending
at 5 p.m. Each parent (student)
will contract by the unit. "This
will allow the child to become
involved in a program," Dean
Wilson added.
Staffing will consist of
professional personnel trained in
child care as well as students
involved in the work-study
program. One adult will be
allowed for every 10 children.
The facility will house an
observation control area, which
is a glas.s-enclosed room in which

DR. REX BROWN
projections of operating costs,'·'
.he said. "They were planned
without planning."
Hodes said the main problems
are at FSU; U of F, and USF.
Those institutions have indicated
plans to build massive sports
arenas with their portion of the
fund.
"THEY HAVEN'T considered
the huge amounts of money
required to operate facilities of
this nature," he stated.

HODES ALSO objected to
the exclusion of the Tampa
community in the planning of
the USF arena.
·
"It's obvious the regents were
playing games with the ·
legislature," he stated. "They
didn't tell us what was already
available in the way of funding
before proposing the bond
issue."
HODES SAID it would be
"hard to justify" the large
university buildi~g fund when
_some public schools are on ·
triple-sessions.
PETE MILLETT, deputy
commissioner of education, '
· agre~d with Hodes.
"Where would funds for the
continuing operation of these
·facilitfos come from?" he asked.
"Besides, this is a terrible time
to try ~nd sell bonds."
The fate of the bond issue
now rests with the senate Ways
and Means Committee, chaired
by Sen. Bob Graham, D-Miami.
The committee will review the
proposal in ea~y December.

Sawhill .speaks
•

on energy issues
John C. Sawhill, fomier
federal energy czar, said the
United States must
growth

achieving a commensurate rate
of growth in the demand for
emergy," in order to solve its
energy nee~: .

See related story, Page 13
Sawhill, now pr_esident of
New York University, spoke on
"p r.ofit-taking and price
controls" Monday night as part
of the Central Florida Energy
Seminar held at FTU.
SPEAKING BEFORE. a group
of about 200, Sawhill said the
United States "imports more
and more oil from Arab
countries; And the more we
become dependent upon

Continued on page 4

·Looking into
the FuTUre
House votes to kill GI bill, page
3
New club has open house, page 5'
Letter from Millican, page 6
One way ticket, page 7
Photo by Mike Crumpton

ENTHUSIASTIC CHILDREN participate in the groundbreaking ceremony for the FTU
child care center, held Od. 31. The center when completed will accommodate an
educational program for about 7 0 children between the ages of two and five.

Frisbee throwers get recognition,
page 8
Centaur's cosmic
11
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FTU employe appointed
state juvenile counselor
FTU employee Benita
Tillman, an administrative
assistant for community
relations, was recently named to
the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Task
Force for the Governor's
Commission on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals by Gov.
Reubin Askew.
Miss Tillman said the role of
the group is to "concern
ourselves with standards and
goals that will govern juveniles in
the state of Florida."

youth agencies, and the third, of
which she is a mbmber, is made
up of people under the age of
26.
Miss Tillman said she had
al ways wanted to become a
juvenile counselor. As a
volunteer counselor for Youth
Programs, she is assigned
pre-delinquent kids for a period
of six months.
"ALTHOUGH THE job of a
counselor doesn't involve success
stories all the time, you get a
very . warm, unselfish feeling
when the child has a problem nd
he comes to you with it. " She
added, as a counselor, she serves

SHE WAS nominated to the
33-member advisory board by
her coordinator 'where she serves
as a volunteer counselor for
Youth Programs Inc. She
explained the advisory board is
set up in each state to aid the
Bureau of Criminal Justice
Planning and Assistance in
developing standards and goals
for the prevention and
re ha bil i tat ion of juvenile
delinquents.

as both a friend and a model to
the child.
Miss Tillman, a gratuate of the
University of north Florida, with
a B.A. in sociology, has served as
secretary for the Black Student
Union and president of the
Interest Group of Sigma 'I'.heta
Delta Sorority at FTU.
As an administrative assistant 1 .
for community relations at FTU, · '
Miss Tillman works to develop
special projects to bring
minority students to FTU. She
also recruits students and deals
with public relations in
community activities for the
university.

Don't .C et
Shocked!!
WHEN YOU SEE

OUR ·SEL.ECTION
OF GUITARS,
STRINGS ANO
ACCESSORIES

I

GIBSON • EPIPHONE
Warranty Station

MUSIC SHACK

GUITAR REPAIR

BUTLER PLAZA
436 ANO HOWELL BRANCH ROAD
CASSELBERRY· 671·1765

· -------~co~c
• ·_,_
~~
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?

· The task force, set up through
an act passed last year by
President Ford under the
Juvenile Delinquency Act of
1974, is divided into three
groups. One sector is made up of
private individuals, the second
group a representative for state

•
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U.S·. House votes to kill GI bill
"It's not a matter of
until all benefits are stopped in
sit well with everyone. The
The fate of education benefits
developing
new programs for
1987
,"he
concluded.
National Association of
for veterans has reached a critical
veterans," Baldwin said, "we just
Concerned Veterans (NACV)
point. The U.S. House of
need to expand the programs we
At FI'U there could be a
Representatives recently voted to
counters the House position that
have now."
kill the GI Bill and action from
problem with an increase in
cutting off veterans benefits
demand for financial aid by
the Senate is expected soon.
would save the taxpayers money.
veterans not receiving GI Bill
In a 298-106 vote, the House
"The government gets back its
"IT'S A pretty big gap to fill
passed a bill that would end GI
benefits.
investment three-fold," argues
·- but we're working on it," he
benefits for all GI's who enlist
Charlie Garefinger, NACV
concluded.
after Dec. 30, 1975. GI students
director. "College-educated
"There is no way of knowing
currently receive a monthly
veterans make higher earnings,
how the dropping of veteran
minimum of $270 which covers
and that means they pay higher
It is unclear whether the
benefits will affect the
tuition and other school
taxes."
Senate will follow the House's
universities," explained Don
expenses.
lead and vote to end veterans
Baldwin, FTU director of
Allan W. Ostar, executive
"WITH THE end of the
benefi.ts.
financial aid. "I can see no
di
red
or
of
the
American
Vietnam wartime period it is
program
that
can
absorb
it."
Association of State Colleges and
DON BALDWIN
appropriate to terminate the
Universities agrees. "The GI Bill
current educational readjustment
benefits make a far better
APPROXIMATELY $3.8
program," the Veterans Affairs
significantly in veteran
investment to provide than
million in veteran benefits will be
Committee advised the House.
enrollment. The higher the ·
increased spending .for welfare or
Observers point to the rising
used by FTU students this year,
unemployment, the higher
unemployment benefits for
cost of the benefits program as a
Baldwin said. "There's just no
unemployable veterans," Ostar · college e~ollment.
major factor behind the move to
way financial aid can equal that."
said.
kill the GI Bill. The Senate
Financial aid will have to
"If employment doesn't
Veterans Affairs Committee
absorb a certain percentage of
"IN
FIVE
years
FTU's
veteran
improve,
veteran
enrollment
estimates education benefits for
veterans without GI Bill financing
enrollment will be reduced to 50
should remain stable and not
veterans this year will cost the
but no new programs are being ·
per
cent,
said
FTU
Dean
of
Men
Noy. 7, 1975-Page 3
begin
.to
taper
off
for
about
three
government $6.2 billion--a hefty
developed to meet the increased
Paul
McQuilkin,
"but
I
don't
years," McQuilkin said.
increase over the $4 billion
fin~cial aid need.
think the drop will be due to the
predicted in President Ford's
of
tiJ.e
G.I.
Bill."
ending
More important than the
budget last February.
ending of the GI Bill, according to
The increasing amount of
McQuilk:in said he__ feels the
McQuilkin, is a provision of the
money poured into GI Bill
will occur regaraless of . bill's c_urtailment which extends
decrease
benefits can be at least partly
Today is Business Day at FI'U.
veteran benefits nine months for
whether or not the GI Bill is in
Admission is $1. The day gives
attributable to the growing
an "opportunity for new students
any
veteran
desiring
45
instead
effect.
The
ending
of
the
draft
of
will take place from
-Acti_yities
popularity of the program.
36 months of college education.
11 a.m. to 8 p.Jn. at Lake Claire.
to meet business faculty on an
reduced the number of military
According to the Chronicle of
Volleyball
and
softball
games
are
informal
basis."
personnel,
lowering
the
number
Higher Education, the number of
Students other then business
scheduled activities along with a
"THAT (THE extention) is
of veterans, he said.
veterans using GI benefits last
majors are also invited to attend
picnic lunch.
one thing that would cause an
spring was the highest in the
the activities.
increase in veteran enrollment _
history of the program. Overall,
"Much of veteran enrollment
college participation for
now is due to the fact that so ·
Vietnam-era veterans was 31.6
many people were drafted and are
per cent; for Korean conflict
taking advantage of the benefits,"
veterans., 22 per cent and for
McQuilkin explained.
nichols, ~
CAfNAPPIN4, EH~
HE.~! wMArs·. GotN •
World War II veterans, 14.4 per ·
ALLE~ CqT HAS
c·ANr >£e THe
cent, the Chronicle reported.
ACCORDING TO McQuilkin,
DN HE~f?
SEEN ASOOC.Tf:[) &y
THE HOUSE decision did not
employment will fi_gure
H~M t.N IHA-lf4.
A CAT" &uR~c.Alt !

·-ftii1J.

:CAMPUS

Business Day today

Millican first in
BOR evaluations
FTU President Charles Millican
underwent a comprehensive
Board of Regents (BOR) job
evaluation last week.
Milli can, whose nine-year
tenure is the longest of any state
university president in Fl'orida,
was the first to be evaluated as a
part of the new BOR program to
assess the effectiveness of each of
the nine State University System
presidents.
DR. STEVE McARTHUR of
the BOR staff, said the evaluation
isn't "short term."
"It is an overall assessment· of
the man's performance since
assuming control of the
university," he said.
McArthur admitted public
evaluations are "difficult, touchy
issues," but said the broad
cross-seS!tion of feedback the
regents receive makes the process
"as fair as possible."
REGENTS JACK McGRIFF,
· Marshall Criser, and Evaluation
Committee Chairman E. W.
Hopkins spoke to FTU faculty,
staff, and students in their
day-long evaluation of Millican.

1

Prowl Oft . . . . to

............ ., ..........

,.

Student body president Gary
Andersen praised the regents
"efficient conduct" of the
evaluation.
"The whole thing was very well
done," he said. "I was amazed at
how much was accomplished in
the amount of time the regents .
ha·d ."
ANDERSEN, WHO was
interviewed by Marshall Criser,
said his main criticism of Millican
was "his lack of PR with the
students."
.The regents felt the evening
program at FTU was inadequate
but cited ·the fact Millican was
instructed to keep a "low profile"
concerning night offerings to
avoid harming similar programs
I
already at Rollins College.
THE COMMITTEE saw
faculty morale as "low," but
blamed economic conditions .
. rather than Millican's presidency.
Criser told Millican, "If this
was a popularity contest, you'd
winithands down."
.
The regents will reveal the official evaluation report at their
1
November meeting.
·I

NIOIOLS' AWY

OFF;1-t ~70 W. Amelia St.

·Jim FlanGgan:'s .
NAUTILUS PHYSICAL TRAIMIMG CENTER,
,_Now · op'n- fol- both
an·d .women

men

call no.w ·for you1 f1ee ttlal
~t n~ obligation
• 22 Nautllua machines

'Double:Chest .machine

• su .pe1vls~d · 1nst1uctlon
• Ove1

35 lndlvldual Exe1clse
·
·

Station~ .

fhe "Center of N-autllus ACttvlty"
fo .the Greater Ortci.ndo _Atea ·
..!!.-

Public Information Photo

PRESIDENT CHARLES MILLICAN is questioned by Board
of Regents members Jack McGriff and E. W. Hopkins. Millican ,
·
~1·
underwent a comprehensive job evaluation by the regent'~ _i
·
DI~
evaluation committee last week.
~--------•lil!lilliil-llillmi--llill---------~lml!I--------·
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Sawhill

INVESTIGATE OUR LITTLE .

Continued from page 1

..... REMEMBER, ,NOT AlL:APTS
WERE CREA'f~D" E~U.~lii

COfllJER OF .WJNTe.·R_PARK

unstable foreign scources, the
"The United States should
more we subject our economy to
expend considerable amounts of
arbitrary blackmail by political
federal money on energy
leaders not always sympathetic
research and development." .
to our point of view."
HENRY LARTIGUE:,
Sawhill explained his view
assistant manager of the
Corporate Planning Division for '
against the continued import of
foreign oil by using the
Exxon, advocated "the removal ·
Organization of Petroleum
of all price controls. This would
Exporting Countries (OPEC) as
enhance the abilities of
an example. "As Arab nations
companies in the oil industry to
raise their oil prices, "Sawhill
generate the necessary capital
said, "there is an enormous
for investments into new United
transfer of wealth taking place."
States oil reserves."
Sawhill said the OPEC nations
Larti,gue ·. said, "In a
profit was about $60 billion in
market-forces approach, freely
197 4. "At this rate of profit, by
functioning oil prices would
1983 they will be able to buy all
require consumers to intensify
the stocks of all the companies
conservation and provide
listed on the New York Stock ·
JOHN C. SAWHILL
additional capitol for domestic
Exchange," he added.
energy r~sources _ dev~lopment."
SAWHaL SAfD there is a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~
' ··~·
stalemate in Washington
..
between the administration, who

STUDENT DISCOUNT 678~609.0 .nqrth of Aloma · <:?" Semo.ran

. RESEARCH PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE .

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail ·order catalog .of
5,500 topics. -Enclose $1.00 ~o cover postage and.handling.

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
17~ PONTIUS AVE.: SUITE 201

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

--.:.--.------------------------.---.------.

·no·EE'.S SANDWl·CH.SH
. , OP"

across. from Winn Dixie ·Union ·Parl
PIZZAS"HOme MI d.I " • ·SUBS.
· ..
.

wants to increase on prices and
profits to end the energy crisis .
now, and Congress whose first I
priority is restoring the nation's ;

'Addrest-------------------------------~
City __:__:____..;;_,_________~----:------~

___

State._
· -----~-----...;;......._ _____________
,

·o.-r Specialty

hour.

economy and getting more ·
people employed.
·~
Sawhill said in order for the
United States to achieve this
1.m. •
p.m.
SUNJ>AYS
reduction in consumption, the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·
federal government must provide
incentives for people to use
energy efficiently and
disincentives to those who insist
upon using energy inefficiently.
"I for orie propose a t.ax on
gasoline," Sawhill said. He added
the tax would be refunded to
lower income groups and the
remaining tax would be used for
financing public transportation.
SAWHILL ALSO proposed
ta king "large, inefficient
automobiles and providing credit
for people who buy small cars.
He advocated mandatory
efficiency for appliances, the
recyling and buring of solid
wastes, and the b_a nning of
non-returnable bottles.
Sawhill concluded by saying,

Zip_.___ __

1
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273-1.910

DELICATE
14KT .G OLD
PENDANTS

MONEY

EACH WITH A DIAMOND

BABY SITTING!
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FRO~ 2 5

luxurious living
along freshwater
shores

SwambucSlen
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~townhouses wtlb

~-~~gqU111e5
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..'
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671-3211

SIGN .UP NOW

Thrill her with these delicate 14 KT gold
pendants each with it's own diamond ...
certain to please or return your purchase
within 60 days for a full refund.

FOR
FALL QUARTER

Diamonds enlarged to show detail

LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMA-..

V.C. ·224 OR
·CALL 2!5 ~.-219_l_

KAY JEWELERS
THE DIAMOND PEOPLE

HOMECOMING
Life isa Gamble?
-Here 'sone "'1Y to hedKe your bets!
The day you were . born -·y(;)ur _ _ _ _ _. _
biological clock was set and it will
continue ticking until the day you die.
Unlike the time clock this biological
clock has regular cycles. .. a 23 day
cycle, half up, the other half down,for
your physical cycle... a 28 day
emotional cycle..• and a 33 day
mental cycle.
Knowing when you'll be at your
best could be a big help in
planning• .. when to do an important
job, when to take a vacation, when to
ask for a raise, and 011 and on. It could
be th e best and cheapest insurance
policy y ou'll ever buy .
Send birth date, $10 for year 's bio
rhy tlzm chart to Bio Cycle, Inc., P. 0."
Box 652, Fem Park, Fl.a. 32730 ,,,-

r:.,.---.-
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Which would you prefer to have as a homecoming court?

BASKETBALL SWEETHEART
(voted on by basketball team)
HOMECOMING QUEEN
(voted on by student body)
HOMECOMING QUEEN ~ KIN;
(voted on by student body)

NOTHING

----

Drop in SG Suggestion Boxes located at:
Snac k Bar & Engr. Snack Room

..•
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New FTU club has open house
A new FTU organization, request.s it. However, re gular
Speech and Hearing at FTU therapy is limited to those who,
(SHAFTU), introduced itself and for financial reasons, could not
a new clinical facility with an receive it otherwise.
open house Friday .
''We have no fee structure
SHAfTU is made up of FTU becau se we 're a teacher training ·
c ommu ni ca tLve di sorder s program," Dr. Bennett added.
student.s enroll ed in an unusual "We take only hardship cases or
teacher training program.
those who have been referred to
THESE STUDENTS, all us by their own doctor."
undergraduates, receive actual
LAST YEAR, 16 of the 21
clinical experience in FTU's students currently enrolled in the
Speech and Hearing Clinic, now program formed SHAFTU. The
located in the basement of the · group's first action was to request
General Classroom Building. .
a larger area in which the clinic
The student clinieians spend an could operate.
average of five hours daily
"In the old clinic parent.s, !
.conducting therapy sessions with
teachers, patients and clinicians '.
children from all over Central
were all in one room," Dr.
FI orida who have speech or
Bennett said.
hearing <liabilities.
The program is supervised by
There are no cramped spaces I
the communicative disorders
now. The new Speech and
faculty who give their time
Hearing Clinic has nine rooms
voluntarily.
including a reception area, offices
"I PUT in an eight-hour day at
and three therapy rooms.
the clinic plus teaching," said, Dr.
THE MOVE from old facilities
Gladys Bennett, one of three
in the Administration Building
fu 11-t ime professor-supervisors.
was no financial burden on FTU;
The object of the program, in
total redecorating costs were only
Dr. Bennett's words, is "to
about $50, since all design and
provide a diversity of study" for
labor was done by Dr. ·Ruth
communication students
Weidenheimer's Graphic Art.s
specializing iri communicative
class.
disorders.
. "So many people think we're ·
· The program, the only one of
(art students) just a bunch of ·
its kind in Florida, began four
do-nothings," explained Beth
years ago with faculty children
Ragsdale, one of the coordinators
and friends.
of the class project. "We were
"JUST BY word of mouth we
glad to take on the project when
began to expand," explains Dr.
Bennett approached us about it."
Bennett. "Now the clinic handles
The open house was hosted by
a minimum of four hours th erapy
SHAFTU members and sponsors.
daily for children of all ages
Faculty and administrators from
throughout the community."
FTU and sev e ral schools
The clinic .conducts
t hroughout Central Florida ·
evaluations for any person who
attended.

plus 91eat food
ove1 45 dlffetent
kinds of
beer and wine.
Sunday 4-7 ,p.. m. ,
on outside coveted·
.P~~lo ~t Boris's

·1n -the Aloma

...
•

Enjoy a Pitcher of Beer or Wine
at your table during feature
(18 yrs. & over)

'OYE

Old-Time Corned Classics
After Last Feature FREE
11: 30 till 2 A.M. Mon thru Sat.

& ·
DEATH

10% off on all parts & service fer F.T .U. ·
Students Faculty and Staff·
nibbons
Cleaning
2115 Stanley St., Orland.a, Fla.
894-5983 293-4680

___
_
PAULS AUTO CLINIC

Shopping Centet
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COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE

Expert Auto & Truck Repair

Special Tune Ups
6 & 8 cylinders - 7.50 plus parts
4 cylinders - 5.50 plus parts
Brake Jobs - $40
& Acetyl~ne

Welding

31 M_
ITCHELL HAMMOCk RD., OVIEDO, 365-3143

PAIR OFFER

BURNOR Contact L e nses
Guaranteed for comfortable wear
during all of your Waking ~o~rs
ZUBARIK
855-9117

Woody Allen ·

Typewriter Repair Service

Our Great Polyester Cord Tire Helps Hold The Line On Price

~

HELLO, l'M
HOWARD LOGUE
OF ALOMA TIRE

WE SPECIALIZE LN
Trucks & Cars

Kirkman (435) & Conroy Rds.
299-5420
So. of Valencia in
Turkey Lake Center

e

• Wheel Balance
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•

Tune-ups

• Shock Service
• Road Service
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Fill Up

I

Goodyear' s "All·Wealher 75•• lire is built
wilh p.olyester cord that's lempered in an
exclu~ive process lo.r optimum slreng!h
and resilience. The wide 76-serfos I read is
"reverse molded·• - a lochnique borrowed
from race lire production. In reverse mold ing. the contour of the tread surface is
sHghtly concave as ii comes from the mold

-so lhal when the lire is inflated. the tread
makes full, !lat conlact with the road. The
rib !read is well grooved. providing plenty
of traclion edges for decisive grip. In every
·detail, the "' All-Weather 75•• gives you
honest qualily. al a price that's in slep
wilh lhe time.

I (8-GAL. OR-MORE) I
I
I
1I ~~:E;~=='.R~~:~:i~.. II 2~~~60 12~r..~:'° 12~r,.~~!lO 12~~.~~~~
·~ANK AMERJ.CARD QR:

I

MASTERCHARGE

Plus II.Ill to 12.69 f .E.T.• Oependinr on size, ind old Ure . Wllilew1111 •••il•ble in most slut 1! slliMiy hiihtr pricH.

I

IAlll CllECll -11 lft sell out of your size we will issue you a rain"dleck, assurin& future delivery al the adftrtised price.

r·------ii:0..A TIRE COMPANY
2190 ALOMA AVE

PHONE 64463:1)

Campus copiers
too few for need
Photocopying of
documents is one of the
most important services
needed by students on this
campus, and it's about time
the university made the
servic~e act~ciuate.
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The facilities to copy
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pages of books, periodicals,
noted and other media at a calls for repair within 10
reasonable price and with a minutes. If the repair is
working machirie is only to major, however, the Xerox
be expected of a modem Corp. must be called, which '
library.
generally take 3 to 4 hours to
DESPITE THE evident get the machines fixed.
need, the scarcity of
(The machines are placed
equipment offer results in and periodically replaced by
long lines waiting to use the Xerox, who keeps the lion's
two machines in the library's share part of the receipts.
third floor lobby and the The university's percentage
single unit on the fourth goes to pay labor a~d
floor. The machines are supplies. Davis said the
oftenoutoforder,addingto machines are not a
the load on those . still profit-makingventure.)
functioning. At · times, we
The number of machines
have found that not one of was inadequate last year, and
the three machines are in though FTU has added
operating order.
2, 50 0 students, it hasn't
The problem is not as . ad ·ded any copying
simply as providing a better machines.
system for keeping the
The university staff,
machines in repair. Machines meanwhile, has 10 copying
· break down. Anyone who machines at its disposal.
I n ad d i t i o n , the
uses mechanical equipment
must realize that and expect reproduction service will be
that at. any given time, a moving to the other side of
machine may not operate campus when facilities are
properly.
completed, presenting a
The library is neither Jogistics pro bl em in
equipped nor responsible to maintaining the machrnes .
fix the machines when they which has yet to be figured
don't work The university out.
has · left that responsibility
The university must
with the Printing and acquire more machines, a
Publications Service, who,' place to use them that will
we don't doubt, does its best not disturb those studying
with the five available staff (such as on the half-empty
members, who have duties second floor), and provisions
other than servicing for their speedy repair. If the
coin -operated copying administration doesn't, it is
machines.
·- SG's duty to apply enough
J 0 H N D A V I S , pressure in the interest of
coordinator for the service, students.
said the service responds to - -THE EDITO~~AL ~A;RD'.

New York must go it alone
Staff Writer

The Big Apple is getting pared
to the core and all the inhabitants
of that great city merely sit and
watch, waiting for a handout.
The taxpayer of this country
has n~ither the inclination nor the
means to subsidize :New York~
although that fact I'm sure, will
not disuade congress from passing
legislation that will aid the
financially burdened city.
PRESIDENT FORD, by virtue
of his current stand on the New
York issue~ has finally made a
political stand of substance. His
refusal to allow the federal
government to back the
municipal bonds needed to save
the city is a testimony to states'
rights, and hopefully will signal
the beginning of the end of
dependence on the federal
government.
Ford's conservative, stand
comes at a time when this
country needs restraint in it's
spending practices. The liberal
spending policies of recent years
are responsible for New York?s
dilemma, and the
spend-our-way-out-of~it theories
made popular in this era of tight
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.......- - - - - - - - - - - - . money are no longer operative.
At least not fqr New York.
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Spending is not the answer for
New York City. Government
backing of bonds would be like
unleashing a heroin addict in a
clinic stocked with drugs. The
track record of the city indicates
its inability to balance its budget:
From a purely pragmatic point of
view, the federal government
would be foolish to even consider
such a proposal from a city whose
economic situations is in such
dire straits.
OF THE city's budget, nearly
one-third is allocated in transfer
payments in the form of welfare
to be doled out to the deserving
masses. Sanitation workers'
starting wage is in the $10,000
bracket, placing them along the
highest paid garbagemen in the
world. Teacher's unions are

By FRED VAN ASSCHE

~~~'

Baroque turnout
'embarrassing' ·

1

stronger than ever, (as are all of
the unions in New York), and
command more respect and more
of the city's dollars every year.
New York's problem is one of
mismanagement and
overspending, and any help that
the federal government could give
it would be a stop-gap measure at
best; only a temporary solution.
In the final analysis the people
of New York must confront this
unprecedented situation by
themselves. The world's greatest
city stands naked and alone.

Retirement plans
misunderstood
Editor:
Somehow, in our discussion of
the retirement item, there was a
communication gap. What was
intended to be conveyed to the
reader was that I could retire
voluntarily as president at 62, but
at 65, it is mandatory.
My intention is to remain as
president until the age of 65,
assuming, of course, that such a
tenure in office is acceptable to
the Boa.rd of Regents.

Editor:
We, the FTU faculty, students,
staff and administration, stiould
share in the embarrassment that
the outstanding faculty ensemble
"Bru?ically Baroque" played to
empty chairs.
True, it is a sacrifice to miss
"Columbo" and "You Only Live _
PRESIDENT
Continued on page 7

CHARLES MILIJCAN
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Money's getting pretty tight in the Big 'O'
By MYRON CARDEN

Walking through the t.eeming
metropolis of high-rise water
towers and gleaming well-kept
farm implements, one could
scarcely believe that this town of
thriving growth, this community
where there's a checken in every
pot (and one or two in every
backyard), is teetering on the
brink of financial disast.er.
Yes, that Rock ·of Gilbraltor
Oviedo, joins a list of
ever-increasing Florida towns
following the lead of the Big
Apple in facing fiscal default. The
list of Florida fiscal failures is
sadly impressive in showing the
cream of the crop of
once-thriving growth area: Bean
City, Bare Beach, Shady Grove,
Panacea, Hooker's Point, Taft
and Holopaw.

ONE./,-
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For an explanation of OVIedo's
financial problems, let's tum to
Mayor ?.eke Tartagliona:
"Well, it all st.arted when
certain whippersnappers in the
community asked for various
new-fangled junk in their homes:
some wated indoor plumbing,
others wanted this strange wiring,
what's it called, yeah, electricity
in their homes. So I had to put
new men on the city payroll to
install the stuff."
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didn't have enough money and
they said we might to bankrupt.
"So we did. The only Bonds we
knew in Oviedo were the preacher
and his family, so we took them
to Lake Willabanabber and threw
them in the water. The only
problem was they couldn't swim,
so they all sank t.o the bottom.
"So every week we hold a
floatation ceremony where one
Oviedo family is thrown into the
lake to help save us from financial

default. Why, just last week, we
threw the school principal and his
family in the lake. His last words
were 'My God, my country, my
Oviedo.'"
As a final fiscal maneuver, the
city will hold a town bake sale to
help pay off the financial debt.
Or, as Mayor Tartagliona put it,
"This here is one time where you
can have your cake and eat it,
too."

THEN, ACCORDING to
Tartagliona, the real woes began.
An extra man had to be hired by
Continued from page 6 - - - - - - - - - .
the city to help roll up the
sidewalks at night, and a new
concerts, and athletic
Twice," but these programs will
bucket and ladder was bought for
events. True, apathy is in and
be on again next April. Never
the fire department.
' again will you ha:ve the
it's unseemly to be seen in a
"We also wanted to double the · opportunity to hear these
half-filled auditorium, but if
enough of us show up, the
size of the police department, but
talented and inspiring artists
facilities will be inadequate to
the other policeman said we
perform that concert.
handle the crowd. You won't be
should use the money inst.ead to
TRUE, IT was a rainy night
seen if you're turned away. Or if
buy him a new bullet for his gun,"
and Sunday evening is one of the
you do get in, you'll feel so lucky
Tartagliona added.
few times wh·en you can catch up
to have made it you may actually
Various social aid programs
on last week's work and prepare
enjoy yourself.
were also instituted by the city at
for next week's hassle, but we
Editor:
this time. A program was started
owe our support to those of FTU
DR. K. PHILLIP TAYLOR
to help children read the back of
who give of themselves in plavs.
I would like to comment on Kerry Faunce's article concerning cereal boxes. Another program
emotionally troubled students. It appeared ·in your Oct. 24 issue and was was designed to t.each townsfolk
accompanied by a photo of some of us who are in the group.
to talk and spit at the same time.
Editor:
I object to the tone of the article and the bad publicity it could have
Oviedo 's infamous "feed
given to anyone that we few are emotionally disturbed and unable to stamp" program also began about
· This is to correct a common misconception about the benefits a
faculty member's family has.
this time. In this program,
.
cope with life. I wish to reply that it isn't so.
I am a faculty wife who takes courses at FTU and have heard once too
YOU COULD not distinguish any ot us from anyone else you might farmers could go to the post
often, "Yciu 're lucky. You get free classes." This is not true!
meet on the street, because we are not different. We have merely taken a office and trade poultry feed for
step that I would recommend for 80 per cent of the population. We postage stamps. Farmer Jed
WHILE AT many other universities in the United Stat.es there is an
realize that our lives are not perfect and we want to improve ourselves.
agreement where faculty families can att.end classes at that college and
"Red" Neck, a participant in the
Some of us have specific goals. Perhaps one guy wants to feel at ease program, has collect.ed 16, 702
perhaps others, for example, within the state system, the state of Florida
finds it unnecessary to either pay the professor well or help him out by
with girls, or some girl wants to get along better with her roommates. We stamps. Tartagliona said,
talk about it and see what's holding us back. A person tries to get past all however, . that Neck hasn't yet
even giving reduced rates to his family. We pay the same price per credit
hour as anyone else.
the propaganda he's been feeding himself. And we achieve closeness and a learned to read or writ.e, but he
likes the taste of the stamps and
trust that few people will ever know.
The 20 to 22 per cent raise requested for faculty members by the BOR
Everyone wants to be rich and influence people, but how many of uses them instead to patch the
will never be approved. It is just a political move to placate the t.eachers.
them have gone with Dale Carnegie or Glenn Turner? Mighty few. Well, holes in his roof.
who didn't get any raise this year, and who haven't been given
we're the few who have taken a look at ourselves and done something to .
cost-of-loving raises for the past few years.
TARTAGLIONA ADDE~
improve what we'Ve seen. I encourage everyone to do the same. They owe "About then, some money
The least they can do is t.o let the wives and children of professors take
experts from Washington came
it to themselves.
courses for free as is done in many other state university systems in the United Stat.es.
down and told us to float some
NAME WITHHELD BY REQUEST municipal bonds because we
NAME WITHHELD BY REQUEST

Baroque

Group not emotionally disturbed

Families shouldn't pay tuition

If you have any. • •

•

musical abilities, skill teams, or talents
AND WISH TO PERFORM AT SCME TI-ME DURING THE
BE1WEEN
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Open membership

Frisbee throw_ers achieve
official club recognition
By MARK HESS
Staff Writer

"It started when I got one for
·my birthday,'' G. Tiffany said. "I
just love to do it. You can carry
one with you anywhere. It's just a
portable plaything. In fact, when
I die, I want to be buried in a giant
one and thrown out of an
airplane."
"Tiff," as he is known by his
friends, is one of 15 members of
the new frisbee club at FTU.
JEFF ROBITAILLE, a
graduate student in accounting, is
the vice-president of the frisbee
coub. He explained that the club
got its start when he and a friend,
began meeting in front of the
Engineering Building every day at
noon to throw a frisbee around.
Robitaille said as more and
more people began gathering to

the club as a campus
organization.
ROBITAILLE SAID the club
now has a membership of 30 to
40 members and mor~ are joining

teams line up across from each
other. Each person then takes his
tum throwing the frisbee as fast
and accurate as possible at the .
opposing line.

every day. He said there will be no
"The idea is for one member of
restriction on the number of the other team to catch the
members allowed to join and that frisbee by either .catching it
no decisfon had been made himself or tipping the frisbee so
concerning dues. "Frisbee is that a teammate can catch it. The
taking the campus by storm," difficult part of the games is the
Robitaille concluded.
frisbee must be caught with one
Ed Kirkland, president of the hand."
frisbee · club, explained the club
Other popular variations
Photo
was started because, "We just
UB MEMBERS GEORGE TIFFANY AND DAN
want to get a lot of people include games entitled "pull,"
FRISBEE CL tr t a basi·c throwing technique adjacent to
together to play frisbee. Through "ultimate," "frisbee golf," and
"burnout."
USLAR demons a e
the club, we can teach people
the E~_iJ:ieer~g building . .
THERE ARE four main frisbee
different frisbee throws and show
them various trick catches. We throws popular with the club •
members.
veryth·1ng· ·· v.ou·
-A- ·1
·w
-· aysW-a-n ted
also want to get some organized they
are: theKirkland
standard explained
backhand
11
games going with other
throw; the sidearm throw, tossed
Tio Know About Salt Water
universities in the state."
sidearm like a baseball; the
What kind of games can you
overhand . wrist mng; and the I Fishing, But Didn't Know
. ·play with a frisbee?
underhand throw. Kirkland said
watch and join them in their daily
KIRKLAND SAID the most each of these throws is taught to
Who To Ask ....
frisbee frolic, the idea of the
popular frisbee game is "guts."
clubmembers.
I
N
frisbee club occurred to him. ·
"Guts~" Kirkland explained,
KIRKLAND WHO is a frisbee I
ovem ber 22 - 23 , 1975
Last week, · Student
"is played by two teams with master, said the club win · Saturday & Sunday
Government officially recognized
either three or five on a team. The
administer frisbee tests to people
Holiday Inn Shores Hotel, Daytona
who are interested in becoming
(Based on double occupancy.
frisbee masters.
$29.95 per person single rooms slightly higher.)
"A frisbee master," Kirkland
explained, "is a title given to a
person who has performed
certain throws and catches in
front of two other frisbee
masters. The tests are certified
through the International Frisbee
Nov. 7, 1975-Page 8
Association (IFA)."
THE CLUB will also be playing
other·frisbee clubs from colleges
around the state. Kirkland said
they have already held a practice
Dr. Weisman explained, "It's a
By HOLLY CRISWELL
game , with Valencia Community
tumor; dark, spotty moles which
Special Writer
College and plan games with the
can be seen by practically every
University of Florida, Florida
person," she continued.
The American Cancer Society
State, and South Florid!! frisbee
A study of five areas around
estimates 5,100 persons will die
teams in the future.
the world revealed that the
this year from . malignant
Lisa Metcalf, a criminal justice
number of cases jumped 67 to major, is one of three girls on the Weekend Includes
melanoma-a skin cancer reported
260 per cent from 1950 to 1970, club. She said her frisbee career · All Lectures, Demonstrations & Coaching
to be caused, in part, from too
according to the Chicago began about two or three years
much sunshine.
·
"I don't think there is any · Tribune. DR. WEISMAN said ago. Miss Metcalf, who practices · Fish fry Saturday night on the beach
question that increasing exposure
she has not seen any figures or eight hours a week, said, "Now I · One night at the Holiday Inn Shores
reports to support that statement know some different throws. I
to sunlight is responsible for the
. and assures, "There is nothing can do something other than go. · All day deep sea fishing on the
increase in this cancer," said Dr.
Wallace H. Clark, chairman of
h .e re (in Orlando) to cause to the beach and just throw the-.
brartd ·new Marianne II
pathology at Temple University
anybody any panic."
frisbee around." She added, "I"
in Philadelphia.
"There has been no increase really want to see more people get Tickets Available From Sponsors
AN ORLANDO specialist on
and there is no reason for interested and involved with the
~\
cancer and malignapt diseases,
concern," agrees Orlando club and come out and join us." Denmark Sporting Goods Inc.
Dr. J. C. Weisman, disputes these
dermatologist, Dr. Michael D.
_
The frisbee club meets every Florida Fishing
findings. "People who are
Ballard.
day about noon · in front of the Holiday Inn Shores Hotel
·
~
'l~ 1 :
exposed to the sun can develop
"The pub·lici"ty about Engineering Building. ·They also
skin cancer which could affect
melanoma leads to early hold practices on -Thursday and Marianne Boats
·~ _
melanoma--it won't cause it
Saturdays from 10 ~.m. to 1 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
though," she·said.

.:-.~·--·---.-.~-------~---lllJ
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Sun a cancer danger?

~

ExcursionscTe~ephones62-4442~\ ,
1W~

Continued on pal{e 9

Married
Student

'Housing.

North on Alafaya Tri. at
Mih"lwll Hammo<-k Rd in Ovit-do

Tt·I. :if,3-:1721
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Pilots take
Air Force

flight class
Four Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) cadets from FTU
graduated from the U.S. Air
Force Flight Instruction program
this past summer.
The four graduates, Cadet
Capt. Steve Ashley, Cadet Maj.
Peter Marks, Cadet Maj. George
Nelson and Cadet Lt. Joe Wallace,
were part of the Air Force
program to determine abilities of
ROTC cadets to continue their
flight training.
CADET CAPT. Steve Ashley,
group information officer, said
the program is "a step in the
process of obtaining our Air
Force Pilot Wings."
To qualify for the program,
Ashley said the cadets had to
score highly on a written test, the
Air Force Officer Qualifying
Test. They also were required to
pass stringent medical
examinations.
Another requirement for the
flight instruction program was to
maintain at least a 3.0 average in a
prerequisite ROTC ground school
course.

WINNER.OF 3-ACADEMY AWARDS
.
8:30 p.m.
.STUDENTS - FREE

G.P.

•i.oo

Photo by Alan Geeslin

FTU ROTC CADETS (left to right) STEVE ASHLEY,
GEORGE NELSON AND PETER MARKS pose in front of
the Cessna 150 they flew during special U.S. Air Force Flight
Instruction program this summer.
"THE PROGRAM involves
flying a Cessna 150 for 25 hours "
Ashley said. "After the initial io
hours of flight time, eight hours
ofsoloflightarerequired."
Ashley said the cadets
performed maneuvers in the
Cessna planes. Their
performances were then graded
by. officials from the Federal
Aviation Administration and
Orlando's Herndon Airport.
After graduation from FTU,

Local services offer
tempotary emploYm~nt.

Ashley said the cadets will attend
regular flight training at Craig Air
Force Base, Ala. They begin their
first stage of pilot training at the
base which includes flight ·
traininginT-37andT-38planes.
Ashley added the T-38 is the
plane flown by the National
A e r o n au ti cs an d Sp ace
Administration astronauts and
the Thunderbirds. A precision
demonstration team of the U.S.
Atr Force.

Melanoma
Continued from Page 8

By STEVE DA VIS
Staff Writer

In these times of a fluctuating economy, many jobless Central
Floridians are seeking other sources to supplement their incomes.
Orlando's two temporary employment services, Manpower ·and Kelly
Services provide part-time jobs for hundreds of persons in this category.
College students have accounted for growth in the number of
employ es the firms place. Ever-increasing costs of higher education have
led many students to apply with such services.
"MANY STUDENTS are finding it necessary to work to help alleviate
these expenses," said W. E. Lyle, manager of Kelly Services. "This has
prove to be a very fruitful experience for us and the student."
"We have something for everyone" is Kelly's slogan located in the Lee
r
Road Executive Center.
Catering largely, but not exclusively, to big business enterprises, Kelly
is the largest of the two organizations.
"WE ACTIVELY go out and solicit various firms to use our service,"
says Blanche Connell, work supervisor. "We try to concentrate on those
businesses that have money and are in no danger of folding," she added.
While anyone 18 or over may apply, all applicants are screened "to get
the particulars" of each person's of each person's qualifications. "Our
screening process is very thorough," said the gray-haired supervisor.
"After all, we want the best."
Each applicants name is filed with the service according to zip code--_a
system used for easy reference. An effort is made to match that number
with the one of the particular client requesting temporary help.
TO ILLUSTRATE, when Kelly receives a request for temporary help
from an employer in the 32807 area (East Orlando), the service first looks
in their "07'' file in an effort to find an available, qualified worker who
lives within that particular zip region. '
"Many times an employer will call and want someone right then," said
Mrs. Connell emphatically. "We try to get the person on the assignmen~ as
quickly as possible." In addition, a worker will more readily_accept a JOb
that is close to his home.
An hourly rate is quoted to the business and a time card is distributed
to each person prior to his job appoi_n tment. Upon completion of .the
assignment, the card is signed by the individual employer and employe·
before being mailed to. Detroit, the firm's central office .. Remittance of
pay is usually within four days.
·
WHAT JOB type does KEily Services offer?
"A lot of people think we provide only office workers," Mrs. Connell
said. "We also employ people for services like telephone surveys and
inventory checking. These jobs may only last one day,'_'_she added.
Often a request is made for someone on a permanent_ basis. lf an agency
employe is seeking such a position, he is asked to.rem.am on the Kelly roll
for three months. "This gives the person an op~ortunity to .~earch out the
company and see if that's where they would like to work, Mrs. Connell
said.
Lyle explained, "Some people in business an~ industry think of us
strictly as a way to cover their absences and vacat10ns,_ but !'Ilany seek us
to avoid overstaffing problems." They can save by. lettmg Kelly see them
·
through their busiest phases."
EMPLOYERS OFTEN find that by hiring "temporaries" they can cut
out the xpense of hiring through the newspapers. Furthermore, Kelly
workers are fully bonded and 'insured.
A prospective temporary employe Jane Slo~n ~aid, ··rm ~t~ll here
because I can't seem to get a oermanent job. Anx10usly awa1tmg her
screening results, she continued, "My kids are grown now so I really need
something to occupy my time. "I'm really interested because I can
choose to work when I please. Where else can you do that?"

I

diagnoses but it also tends to
distort the statistics," he stated
firmly. "The~ are more cases
reported because there are more
patients coming in for
diagnoses."

*

BALLARD EXPLAINED that
the moles can remain harmless for
years and most persons would not
consult a doctor until they
became a problem. Now that
people are aware of the potential
danger of moles, they. are having
them checked earlier.
"The number of confirmed
cases of ·melanoma per 1,000
people has remained constant
since I began my practice here in
1955," he asserted.
According to Ballard, this ratio
is the only true indication of any
increase in the disease.
"YOU CAN have a statistical
epidemic," he con.tinued, "when
no actual epidemic exists."
Another local dermatologist,
Dr. Charles R. Noble, concurs
with Ballard on that point. "I
suspect the number of reported
cases is a reflection of increased
public awareness,'' he said.
Furthermore, he said that any
connection between sun
exposure and malignant
melanoma is "purely
speculation" at this time.

Guess Who Has AJob

For You?·

The folks from Walt Disney World.
To fill immediate part-time positions
operating the Magic Kingdom attractions for our "Saturday Night at the
World". And to fill part-time positiQns
quring the Christmas Holiday period
in our restaurants and shops.
Come be part of the World. Stop by
our Employment Center today.

HE ADDED that in almost all
cases, the onset of melanoma
occurs in later years, to those
between the ages of 42 and 60.
"The survival rates of people
with the · disease over a 10-year
period range from 45 to 95
percent," Noble explained, "But
if it is diagnosed in the first stages
there is up to 75 per cent chance
for complete removal and
recovery."
Al though there are varying
theories concerning malignant
melanoma, Orlando specialists
agree that it is rare and certainly
no threat to sunbathers.

Exit at 1-4 at SR 535
and follow the signs to
the Casting Building. Or
call (305) 824-4088 Open
Monday through Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Walt IV]isney World@
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

'Pool Table Chatter' chats
about down-to-earth people
I hate "Tea Table C!Jatter" and
columns like it with a passion.
· The Sentinel Star column,
written by Susie Hupp, reports
the trivial antics of the Orlando
area "beautiful people,"
including parties, travels, and of
course, de bu tan te balls.
WHY I read it each day I don't
lmow, unless it's some innate
form of masochism. The column
usually only sends me in to an
uncontrollable rage, complete
with a ritual burning · of the
morning paper and a solemn vow
to never again read "Tea Table
Chatter."
·
Of course, this is no r.eflection
on Susie Hupp -- I imagine there is
an audience for a column of this
nature, and for what it is, "Tea
Table Chatter" serves its purpose
well.
So because ·of either a
deep-seated resentment of the
upper classes, or jealousy because
I've never gotten my name in the
column, I have taken it upon
myself to write my own version
of "Tea Table Chatter" -- but my
version concerns itself with more
down-to-earth, believable people
and activities. · ·
WELL~ IT'S the time of ·year
for the social season to get
underway' and parties are just
gearing up! Ethel (Mrs. Ralph)
Potitske, Hazel (Mrs. Herman)
Ratliff, and · their . respective
hubbies ·got together for a draw
poker game Saturday night.
Always stylish, Ethel was
glowingly resplendent in a red
calico housedress and green wool
sweater. Hazel was, as usual,
provocative in pink polyester
pants and spouse Herman's
bowling league shirt. The fellows,
however, chose the casual look,
with Herman in Burmuda shorts,
white socks, roman sandals, and a
smashing blue tanktop.
Ralph, who works at the
Texaco station on Forsyth Road,
was decked out in that charming
green uniform with the Texaco
star on the pocket. (I just didn't
feel like changing," he said that's Ralph for you!)

*****

Last Monday was Velma Hicks'
birthday! Hubby Ulis surprised
the birthday girl with a romantic
dinner out at Jack-in-the-Box,
and a brand new laundry hamper
for the bathroom. ("The old one
was starting to stink pretty bad,"
she bubbled.)

*****

The college crowd is at it again!
As soon as Charles "Chuckie"
Gaglione found out his parents,
Harry and Zelda were going out
of town for a "second
honeymoon" in Kissimmee, he .

Traveling play ·
portrays ·'Lenny'

Randy
Noles

was on the phone calling friends
for a "th_e folks a~e gone" party!

1

'-------------..
Attending were Suzie
Gonzales, (wearing stylishly
tattered denim trousers and a see
through halter) Fred "Pusher"
Peterson, (smartly decked out in
black leather, accented by his
gleaming, . stainless steel lmife)
along with dozens of Orlando
young people.
THE THEME of the party,
according to Chuckie, was
"decadence~" and the local
youths enjoyed such novel party
games as "creative vomiting" and
"nakedness."
Also attending were surprise
guests Sargeant Joe Polanski and
Officer Harry Woolworth, of the
Orlando Police Department vice
squad. Both of "Orlando's finest"
were wearing da~hing uniforms
done in hues of brown, set off
nicely by their flashing gold
badges and color coordinated
leather holsters. ·

1

*****

Just pulling back into "the
City Beautiful" from a weekend
vacation in Taft are Luther and
Izell Willis. Luther, the popular
Orlando typewriter repairman,
reports the weather in Taft as
"gloomy," so the globe-trotting
pair spent a quiet weekend
drinking Schlitz ·and watching
football at "Billy's Sleezy Eight
Motel," a popular hangout for
Taft socialites.

•condor' an engrossing-film
"Three Days of the Condor,"
starring Robert Redford, is a
fast-paced, contemporary thriller
with a totally engrossing and
frighteningly relevent storyline.
Redford plays an obscure CIA
research assistant (code name
"Condor") who stumbles across a
seemingly innocuous piece of
information about middle eastern
oil. Suddenly, his entire unit is
wiped out, and the hapless
Condor becomes an unwitting
target for a :ruthless paid assassin,
(Max Von Sydow) apparently
hired by the CIA in an attempt to
silence their bookish but
courageous employee.
DIRECTOR SYDNEY Pollack
("The Way We Were") builds
suspense nicely as Redford plays
a deadly cat and mouse game with
his pur~?ers, slowly piecing

ROSALYN RICHARDS, FTU ADJUNCT PRINT
INSTRUCTOR, displays her work, showing in the FTU Art
Department Teaching Gallery of the Humanities and Fine
Arts building throughout November.

together tne significance of his
accidental discovery.
The entire promise of the film
becomes even more plausible in
the light of recent disclosure
concerning United States
intelligence operations.
BUT GIRLS who like the
"sexy" Redford won't be
disappointe either -- there is an
obligatory, but entirely
superfluous bedroom scene in
"Three Days of the Condor."
Max Von Sydow, (Father
Merrin in The Exorcist) is chilling
as the emotionless assassin, and
Academy Award winner Cliff
Robertson turns in a strong
performance as the baffled CIA
section chief.
Faye Dunaway nicely
combines backbone and humor in
her role as Redford's
accomplice-romantic interest.
IN ALL, "Three Days of the
Condor" is frightening, thought
provoking, and grippingly real.
The film will probably enjoy a
long run locally, and is playing at
the Seminole Cinema in
Cassel berry.

"The World of Lenny Bruce,"
a one-man show created and
performed by Frank Speiser, will
be presented by the Village
Center Board at 8:30 p.m. Nov.
10 in the Village Center Assembly
Room.
Speiser created "The World of
Lenny Bruce" after he was denied
the role in the broad way play,
"Lenny".
·
,
SPEISEJt'S SHOW will consist
of two parts. In the first act,
Speiser recreates parts of Bruce's
nightclub act. The second part
has Speiser portraying Bruce
during his various trials after
arrests for obscenity.

FRANK SPEISER .
General admission to tlie
"World of Lenny Bruce" is $2.
Students with LD. cards will be
admitted free.

Museum: new entrance· fee
The John Young Museum and
Planetarium recently announced
the implementation of modest
general admission charges while
existing planetarium entrance
fees remain unchanged.
The fee structure was altered
to finance the institution, since
there is no major county or state
financial support", according to
management.
The museum's new "Discovery
Room" is filled with
participatory, hands-on science
exhibits, traveling and temporary ·
exhibits.
Additionally, "New Zealand:
A History in Stamps," is on
exhibition from Nov. 1 to Nov.
30 the museum.
The assortment seeks to tell
the unique past and present of
New Zealand, its historical

progress and modern t~chnical
society, through the magic of
stamps.
It is the first stamp collection
display to be circulated by the
Travel~ng Exhibition Service.

SIGHTS
and
SOU·N DS
10 ·
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Play review

'Superstar' road production poor
second to album version's quality
I wanted to review "Jesus
Christ - Superstar" when it was a
three-million-selling alum five
years ago, but I lacked the
medium.
I wanted to approach it as a
work of art, separated from the
storm-of theological debate that
surrounded its release, trnating it
in its function as a "rock opera,"
if that label can be considernd . ·
musically or popularly valid.
There should be a review of its
musical merits, I thought,
without an address to either .
defending its motives or attacking ··
its message in terms of fanatical
religious abstractions.
A BROADWAY show and a
movie later, Mar-Lin Productions
brought the road show to the
Municipal Auditorium last week,
It was a f orgegettable
experience. If Tom O'Horgan's
"conception" of the work for
Broadway as poor as Beau
Golden's "reconception" for the
road, it is no wonder the world
saw fit to criticize it from a social
angle.
There is not much to say
positively about this production.
The choreography was
amateurish and the staging
clumsy, caused in part by the
pitifully small dimensions of the
stage (it is amazing to me that
promoters have the gall to bring
any national act to the Municipal
Auditorium, Orlando's cultural
embarrassment).
THE BRILLIANTLY written
score was mangled by an anemic
"orchestra" an assemblage of
trumpet and French horn blowers
who did things like split notes at
crucial moments and a two-man
keyboard section sonnected to an
amplifier.
If "King Herod's Song," ("So
you are the Christ, yes the great
Jesus Christ") was not offensive
enough to Christian ears, Golden made Herod a larg~ tran~ve~tite _

and had him strip down to a pair
of jockey shorts and a yoke-type
affair to make sure Herod himself
was repulsive. The audience
laughed but didn't seem to kno'w
why.
After the crucifiX1on, Judas
mounted the play's only pieae of
scenery in a pair of silvery sweat
pants and danced with a group of
women in futuristic garb. That
didn't make sense either, but the
campany didn't seem to care.
JESUS LOOKED a lpt like our
modem conception of Him, but
when he wasn't singing, he
watched and showed lots of teeth
with a moronoc grin. Judas, the
villian and star of our story, was
black and raucous, not very
talented musical,ly, but
impres~ive as the bawdy devil
figurn.
The problem was that the
production was more rock than
opera. It sh9wed disregard for
Tim Rice's intense libretto; the
impossibility of proper acoustics
in the auditorium caused the
principals to hold microphones
and climb over the cords, even
during the -dance numbers.
Furthermore, the lyrics on the
choral numbers were largely
unintelligible.
The music, so innovative from
a rock standpoint, was flawed
both by the orchestration and the
strange choreography (Jesus
came on like Jack Jones in Las
Vegas). ·
THE PRODUCTION was so
awkward, I'm not sure
"Superstar" belongs on the stage
at all.
The most interesting thing
about the evening was that the
International Christian Youth
group from the spacecoast's
Shelton College picketed the
performance as they had
promised, which brings us back,
unfortunately, to the play's social
-effects.

Carrying signs reading
"Superstar Is Blasphemy,"
"We're · on Christ's Side," and
"Christ is Not Just a Man," the
dozen or so protesters marched in
a circle, sang hymns, held Bibles,
and wore clothes that covered
more than we've seen since the
early '60s.

r

THEY WERE a bit of an
anachronism. It was hard to
believe the "pious" after all these
years have still refused to accept
"Superstar" for what it is: a
self-professed attempt by the
composers to separate Christians'
faith in Jesus Christ as God, from
Jes us Christ as man, and to
portray that aspect through the
antagonism of Judas.
The lists of conflicts with the
Biblical characterization and
biography of Christ, touted by
the more demonstrative
opponents of the work, cannot be
entered as e'vidence in indicting it
as a musical. True as the
disparities may be, they are not at
issue.
The composers didn't claim to
present Christ as He is portrayed
in the Bible; rather it is a fantasy
of what might have been, for
those who take the Bible as
history, of what could not have
been, for those who interpret it as
truth.
THE AUTHOR, playwright or
musician, may be granted license
to dramatize, fantasize and lie
about any figure but Christ in a
work and be tolerated as art.
When the subject is Christ, the
conflicts with o.ur faith are no
1onger inaccurate or even
far-fetched; they are
bl~phemous.

Continued on page 11

•
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eentaur's cosmic counsel
By BE'ITY NAIL

ARIES-Choose your words
carefully all week and be sure you
can back any statements you
make on the 7th. Save your
choice remarks for the 8th when
good Mercury aspect.s help
smooth the way for better
communications with everyone.
The 11th could find you in
disagreement with a lover.
TAURUS-Take advantage of
good Venus aspects on the 9th
and 12th to use your natural
patience and keep plodding
along. A new friend can be
intriguing, but don't plan on this
one for permanence, especially if
you meet on the 12th or 13th,
when lunar aspects lend an
element of illusion.
GEMINI-Trust only your own

ONCE UPON A STAGE is featuring the Rogers and . intuition in money matters
Hammerstein musical "Carousel," through Nov. 23. Discount· especially on the 9th and 11th.
Resist .social pressures to strain
tickets are available through Student Government and
your spending allowance. Be
advance reservations should .be made.

Circus World: $3

~illion expansi~n

wary of any false promises
marked by conceit. Talk over any
legal problems with a
professional.

CANCER-Try to join the opposition instead of bucking
"This .year's outstanding
them. A secret enemy could be
tourist season in Florida and
prospects for a continued tourism · revealed to you on the 11th. Do
your best to ·avoid anyone you
growth in this section of the state
feel is sly or sneaky in habits.
have been big factors in our
Keep a list of what must be done
decision to enter into a major
as your memory is a bit shakey
re nova ti on and expansion
program at Circus . World," he · this week.
added.
LEO-_Although you'r opinions are

Circus World, operated by
Ringling Bros. and Barnum &
Bailey ·Circus, has begun a $3
million renovation and expansion
project, with the enlarged park
set for re-opening before Easter.
The operation opened in
February, 1974, and has since .
featured various main tent and midway circus acts. The
expansion will add a number of - - ACCORDING TO him, the
re vi tali zed attr~ction Will be
new shows and attractions, all
presenting a bold, new format .
with a circus theme.
and
top flight talent.
COINCIDING WITH the
expansion announcement,
"Wh.a t we - are . doing'. is a
Ringling Bros. and Bamuin · &
departure from any other form of
Bailey Combined Shows, Inc., has
entertainment," Downs asserted.
appointed Michael Downs as the
new general manager.
"Circus~ World will be a
circus-themed attraction that will
"Our goal is to push Circus
touch you with nostalgia yet
World in to the forefront of
1i terally sweep you into the
American entertainment
entertainment of the future."
attractions," Downs siad.
-

Recipe #.00008

1. Fill a glass with nice, clean snow.
(White only, please.)
2. Add Cuervo Gold Especial.
3.·See it turn yellow?
4. Put a straw in and drink.
5. If snow is unavailable, use crushed ice.
Or, forget the snow, andjustput a straw
in the bottle. Or forget the straw and .
just pour some Gold in a glass. Or just
have some water. Must we make
all these decisions for you?

not shared by your buddies, they ·
can offer you some good
pointers. Keep an open mind and
enjoy a lively debate on the 9th. ·
After the 13th, personal pressures
ease . -- use the day to _your best
advantage. If a truce is necessary,
capitalize on your good aspects
towards the end of the week.

VIRGO-An old friend appears
from the past and stirs up the
emotional scene on the 11th. The
9th promises a sudden tum of
event.s dealing with a job, health
or pets. Avoid becoming involved
in the problems of others -· your
own dilemmas are all you can
handle right now.
LIB RA-Draw attention to
yourself. As Venus enters your
sun sign on the 10th, your charms
and talent.s, hidden for the past
few months come to the fore.
Things will begin to go your way.
SCORPIO-Exercise extra caution
around machinery and electrical
gadgets on the 8th. Don't allow
an unexpected telephone call to
upset you. The 10th would be a
good day to visit with an old
friend or neighbor you haven't
seen for a while. A pleasant
surprise is in store for you.
SAGITTARIUS-Creativity
abounds. Be aware, however, that
this creativity can become
expensive on the 8th. After the
10th good friendships can be
formed and your social life
should be joyous. Plan a party for
the evening of the 10th -- it's sure
to be a sucr.P.ss ! ·
GAPRICORN-Continue getting
to know people better and
boosting community relations
this week . Avoid i g nor i ng
worth-while friends on the 7th, as
it looks like a good friend is just
what you're going to need by the
12th. Allow others to assist you
whenever possible. Put off
making important decisions on
the 12th and 13th.
AQUARIUS-Matters of an
intellectual nature will become
more important this week.

Formulate a long-range program
and refuse to allow any doubt.s to
interfere with your plans. You'll
profit from being in places where
you can qieet influential people
on the 9th and 10th. Confusion
.
dominates on the 1 lth.
PISCES-As Venus moves into the
zodiacal sign of Libra on the
10th, you should begin to profit
financially. If you need to
purchase a gift, the time is good
for any shopping. After the 12th,
_ slow down and recharge your
energy reserves -- you 're trying to
do too much too fast.

uperstar~.
inued from page 10
s spect of the millions who
were amused · by the album
version, there were few Christians
who acdepted its premise. The
half-empty auditorium seems to
me an indication that
"Superstar" has not endured as a
pillar of any enlightened
Christian sect.
The protesters, by the way,
had the last laugh, not because
people felt guilty about going
inside, but because the play was
so bad. The album, though
controversialJ was go9d stuff. It
appears that on the stage,
however, you dan 't mess with the
Man.

There i:S only
one Eartll shoe.
To be sure you
are not being sold
an -imitation, look
on the sole for the
-Eartlf trademark

and U.S. patent
number 3309947.
You'll be glad
yoadid.
Available only at:·
KAlS0 EARTH SHOE
ORLANDO FASHTOM SQUAIE
3~99 E. Colonial Dr. ORLANDO~ FLA. 32803
Gift Certificates Available.
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Senate elects
president
pro tetnpore

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

Wee Care Childrens .Ranch

The Student Senate elected a
new president pro tempore, Sen.
David Dingess after Sen. Michael
LOCATION lnderwiesen called for a new
EVENT
. TIME
election.
A week earlier, lnderwiesen
FRIDAY, OCT. 24
was elected president pro
tempore but he said in resigning
VCFAVORS
10 a.m.-11 a.m.
VC200
he couldn't devote the time
Delta Sigma Pi
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
VCPatio
necessary to do the job.
Business Day
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Lake Claire
THE SEN ATE voted also
Baptist Campus Ministry
H&FA216
Noon-1 p.m.
unanimously to allocate $464 to
Alpha Phi Omega
1 p.m.-3 p.m.
VC200
the FTU Sport Parachute Club to
VCBoard
VC200
4p.m.-6 p.m.
VCGameR serid a representative to the
VC Foos ball and Bridge Tournament 6p.m.-11 p.m.
National Collegiate Parachute
Movie
8:30p.m.
VCAR
Championships in Boise, Idaho.
James Salisbury, president
SATURDAY, NOV. 8
ofthe club, will represent FTU at
Noon-5 p.m.
VCAR
the competition over the
AFROTC Wrestling Tournament
2p.m.-4p.m.
Stud. Org.Lg. Thanksgiving holiday. He is
Delta Sigma Theta
4:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. Stud. Org. Lg. entered in the advanced accuracy
United Campus Ministry Mass
and adv:anced style competition.
Last year Salisbury placed
SUNDAY, NOV. 9
second in the National
All Day
Lake Claire
Championships held in Deland,
Liverpool and Chris Rush Concert
1 p.m.-10 p.m.
VC 212
Florida.
VC Pho to Class
4p.m.-5:30 p.m.
GCB 102
"I BELIEVE I can bring a
Delta Sigma Theta
5:30p.m.-8:30p.m. GCB 114, 115 championship to this university,"
Zeta Tau Alpha
6p.m.-8p.m.
ENGR360 · Salisburysaid.
TKE
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
GCB 216
Student Body President Gary
Tyes
1 7p.m.-10 p.m.
VC 211
Anderson vetoed a bill allocating
Alpha Chi Omega
8: 30 p.m.
VCAR
$826 to send cheerleaders to
Movie
away games. The monies included
room, travel and meal expenses
MONDAY, NOV. 10
for the trips.
9a.m.-10a.m.
GCB 116
Sen. Terri Harbeck added a
Baptist Campus Ministry
9a.m.-5 p.m.
Multipurpose rider to the bill stating, "This bill
Table Tennis Tournament
11 a.m.-Noon
GCB 221
is not meant to set precedence
Baptist Campus Ministry
11 a.m.-Noon
VC 200
and should not be used for that
Delta Sigma Phi
2p.m.-3 p.m.
VC 200
purpose.''
VC Cinema Committee
5p.m.-6p.m.
VC 211
ANDERSON CALLED the
Pi Kappa Alpha Little Sisters
5 p.m.-11 p.m.
GCB 114
rider unconstitutional. "At this
Tri Delta
6p.m.-10:30p.m.
VC212
time legislation for food
VG Photo Class
6 p. m. -1 Op. m.
VC 200
specifically, to one organization
Alpha Phi Omega
6:30p.m.-10p.m.
VC211
is unnecessary and elaborate,"
Tyes
7p.m.-10p.m.
VC214
Anderson said.
Lambda Cfl.iAlpha
Alpha Chi Omega
8p.m.-10p.m.
Stud.Org.Lg.St
Lenny Bruce
8:30p.m.-10:30p.m.

OPEN 24 hrs. - 7 Days
Near FTU
Reasonable Rates

Nov. 7-13, 1975

WEDNESDf: Y, NOV. 12
U.S. Marine Corps
Table Tennis Tournament
Baptist Campus Ministry
Baptist Campus Ministry
FTU Student Productions
TKE
Karate Lessons
Foos ball and Bridge Tournament
Tri Delta
Lambda Chi Alpha

9a.m.-3p.m.
9a.m.-5 p.m.
10 a. m. -11 a. m.
11 a.m.-Noon
Noon-1 p.m.
5p.m.-6:30p.m.
6p.m.-8p.m.
6p.m.-11p.m.
6:30p.m.-8:30p.m.
7p.m.-9p.m.

'Gratis' now
accepting entries
Material is now being accepted
for "This is Gratis."

Anyone interested in
submitting one act plays, reader's
theatre scripts, radio dramas, or
original films may do so by giving
a copy of their material to Donna
Rocha
HFA 534
Communication Department.
Deadline for submission is
Nov. 20 and announcement of
selected material will be made
Nov. 28.

2:00 3:40 . 5:30

7:00 8:40 10:20

WINTER PARK

·
u d ent s not
. interested in
VCPatio
sex
course
Multipurpose
·
·

GCB 225
GCB I 02
VG 200
VC214
Multipurpose
Game Room
ENGR 305
VC2I4 ·

THURSDAY, NOV. I 3
U.S. Marine Crops
Baptist Campus Ministry
Captain 'sMeeting
Fla. Engr. Society
Phi Chi The ta
Delta Sigma Pi
SGSenate
Preprofessional Medical Society
Amateur Radio Club
Black Student Union
Village Players
SATRA
International Student Organization
Delta Tau Delta
Snowbird Festival
Girl Scout Mee ting
Karate
Foos ball and Bridge Tournament
Yoga
·

5 Acres · - Large Play Area
273-1487

9a.m.-3p.m.
VCPatio
Il a.m.-Noon
ENGR 110
Noon-1 p.in.
VC200
Noon-I p.m.
ENGR 203
Noon-1 p.m.
GCB 114,116
Noon-1 p.m. GCB 110, 103
Noon-2 p.m.
ENGR 360
Noon-1 p.m.
ENGR. 336
Noon-I p.m.
ENGR 502
Noon-1 p.m.
VC 2I4
Noon-1 p. m.
H&FA 206
Noon-1 p.m.
Knight Room
Noon-1 p.m.
VC 211
4p.m.-6p.m.
VC 200
4p.m.-10p.m.
VCAR
4p.m.-6:30p.m.
VC2I4
6p.m.-9p.m.
Multipurpose
6p.m.-10p.m.
Game Room
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Stud. Org. Lg.

c 0 Hege Press Service

South Carolina stud en ts just
aren't that interested in sex
anymore, if the enrollment in a
University of South Carolina
short course in lovemaking is any
indication. The .c ourse was
cancelled this year due to lack of
student interest.
The course covered the
physiology of sex organs,
masturbation, homosexuals and
other topics students were
interested·in.
GYNECOLOGIST W. M.
BRYAN, the instructor, said that
students used to come "in droves.
Every Monday night at 7, they
filled the amphitheater with 300
to 400 people."
Bry-an said attendance
dropped, either be·cause "the
excitement wore off or everyone
knew what they wanted to. Only
a handful of students started
attending and I just felt it was no
longer needed."
What the university needs now,
Bryan said, is a course in the
psychological implications of sex
qr a course on venereal disease.

SPECIAL PROJECTS -

IF

' NOW SHOWING

YOU HAVE A.SPECIAL PROJECT TO BENEFIT

THE STUDENTS OF FTU AND NEED FUNDING OR MANPOWER TO CARRY IT
OUT - SEE US HERE IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT.

VJE·' LL HELP I

SUGGESTION BOXES ARE LOCATED AT THE:
LIBRARY SECOND FLOOR BY SNACK BAR
SNACK BAR
ENGINEERING BUILDING SECOND FLOOR BY SNACK BAR
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Energy Solutions _
Voiced at Seminar

Mr. Henry J. Lartigue , lr.

Or.

lohn Sawh\\\

photo by Mike Padgett
FORMER FEDERAL ENERGY CZAR JOHN SAWHILL and Henry Lartigue, assistant
manager of Exxon, U.S.A. discussed "profit Taking, Price Controls" at the Monday night
session. See story, page 1.

./
I

Photos by Mike Padgett and
Alan Geeslin
(Above) WALTER
KLAGES, ASSOCIATION
PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS AT FTU, gets
involved during the Monday
night panel discussion. (At
I eft) . FTU Engineering
student Cynthia Fhico
examines a house insulation
dis play at the energy
seminar.

FTU hosted the Central Florida Energy Seminar Monday
and Tuesday. Sponsored by the VC Board and the Florida
State Energy Office, the seminar featured speeches,
discussions, and exhibits concerning the energy crisis.
State Sen. George Firestone, who is co-chairman of the
Florida Energy Committee, an organization consisting of
legislators and technical energy experts, stressed that,
"effective leadership" is a necessary prerequisite in energy
conservation, at a Tuesday luncheon.
"ENERGY MAY be conserved with little physical damage
to humans," he explained. By comparison, Firestone cited the
Republic of China as consuming less energy than the·u .s. uses
for air conditioning.
"Individuals must recognize that sacrifiGes are necessary,"
he asserted. "The public must be given believable facts that
have been demonstrated to be effective."
Firestone added that residents of Florida should develop
"equitable and effective measures" of conservation and set an
·
example for others to follow.
ROBERT KERSTEN, dean of the College of Engineering,
called the energy problem "our most critical challenge as a
society" at the Monday afternoon session.
Kersten said population growth as well as "the ability to
consume energy has resulted in an energy-dependent society.
He called solar energy a "simple technology, not exotic.''
"Solar colleetors can supply heat effectively and efficiently," .
Kersten said, while envisioning "solar-heating replacing gas or
electric power in a furnace with a solar boiler."
HE ADDED solar energy would call for a "completely
different orientation of our way of living." Kersten
concluded, "I don't believe the sun has yet set on our
society."
The natural gas allocation to Florida may be cut if Congress
does not change its energy policy, stated Dr. Kenneth Lay,
senior vice president of the Florida Gas Transmission
Company. Lay was one of the panelists at the Economics of
Utility Costs seminar held Monday.
Lay was backed by Florida Power president Andrew H.
Hile who said energy costs will continue to rise unless
inflation and the cost of fuel cease to rise or Congress passes
legislation to control power corporations.
LAY SAID present federal energy policy freezes the price
of gas from existing wells. This discourages exploration for
. new gas sources since no one wants to pay higher prices for the
gas. As a result, two times as much gas is used as is found, Lay
said.
Lay said Winter fuel shortages will become more severe if
Congress continues to concentrate on "emergency bills."
Lay said the public is ultimately faced with two alternatives
- either paying more for less gas or paying more for more gas.
If less gas is produced, prices will have to be increased to
discourage overuse. If more gas is made available prices will
increase due to high production costs, he explained.
HINES SAID consumers as a whole must bear the burden
of facility expansion, not just new customers. As for electrical
rate structuring, he said the present system will probably
evolve tp a flat rate for al customers.
State Representative Bill Nelson said energy companies
could consider giving incentives to make customers want to
educate themselves on energy conservation. This could
include charging lower prices for electric use during slack
periods of the day. If peak usage could be ·decreased, power
plant expansion c;ould be reduced, he explained.
Herbert H. Gray, vice preside'nt of the Southeastern region
for Westinghouse Corp., told the energy seminar Monday
there is "no black and white solution" to the energy problem.
HE ADDED an effective energy program would include "a
balanced energy mix" of electrical, petroleum, nuclear, and
solar powers.
Gray stated "A good energy program would encompass
both long-term and short-term solutions." He said however
"what's gonna happen next year is more important than what
will happen in the year 2000."
He said, "Energy development must be scrutinezed by the
government, the news media and the general public." Gray
added, "many irrational, misinformed people are influencing
the energy pro ram now."

· Photo by Alan Geeslin
A SOL AR WATER HEATER was one of the energy sources offered by College of Engineering
Dean Robert Kersten as an alternative to present energy power.

Fiscal responsibility
a catch-phrase at SG
In the mundane and lackluster
world of a sports editor, there sre
times when one welcomes a good
laugh to break the monotony of
editing copy and rewriting
stories. In this _ regard, I am
thankful to certain of the Student
Government.

This misdirected line of
reasoning is totally devoid of the
normal and reasonable thought
processes. It says, in effect, that
Sugar-Daddy SG will take csre of ·
the 140 clubs on campus, they
need only ask through the proper
channels.

Fred
Van

Assche

TKE blanks A 10
in grudge match
By RENEE LEBLANC
Sports Writer

In an eventful game, Tau
Kappa Epsilon (TKE) recently
shut out Alpha Tau Omega
(ATO) 12-0. Joe Gi~obbe was on
target, scoring both touchdowns
THIS LINE of reasoning,
The senate's latest folly
for TKE by passing first to Mark
occurred last week when they however, is lacking in one critical
Hess and then to Bill Corse.
proposed a bill that would area; fiscal responsibility.
Pi Kappa Alpha was declared
THERE IS no opposition to
appropriate an additional $826 to Because SG has the money does .
winner by Sigma Alpha Epsilon's
cheerleader participation at home
fund cheerleaders for the not give it carte blanche to spend
forfeit while Sigma Chi (SX)
games. They serve the viable
1975-76" basketball road it indiscriminately. That is money
edged Kappa Sigma (KS) 13-12.
function of leading fan
schedule. An additional obtained from students' tuition,
Scooter Kirkland scored first far
participation at athletic matches.
$800-plus was funded for and as a tuition-paying student I
KS but SX followed when Gary
There is no reason, however, to
uniforms last spring, w hie h object most vehemently to this
Van Hoose passed to Bill Bishop
send cheerleaders to Memphis,
makes the grand total of type of waste.
to tie the score. SX's second score
Pensacola, or Miami Where the
cheerleader expenditures in .
came when Van Hoose romped
fan turnout will be minimal, at
· excess of $1,600.
When there are so many clubs,
for a touchdown in the second
best.
(sports and other organizations
half with Mike Mahler adding the
THIS MONEY, which is to be included), that are struggling to
extra point. Harold Hemmings
allocated from the Activity and merely exis.t, how can a so-called
THE CRITICAL question of
scored the final TD for KS.
Service Fee account is legislative body have the.temerity
this-eontroversy is whether this
CHI PHI crushed Delta Tau
appropriated at a time when this to consider such a bill? The crew · · schooi can afford to waste - Delta-(D-TD) 26:.7. Scott Watkins
university faces its most serious · team, for example, has existed
student's dollars on needless
carried the ball for the first- ·
economic crisis. In light of the since 1972 largely as a result of
luxury at the.expense of the other ·
touchdown helped by Phil
financial dilemma of this their own efforts. Last year they
clubs on this campus.
Hancock on the extra point. Mark
institution, one marvels at the placed seventh in the national
Abram scored the next two TDs
shortsighted ineptitude of this eight-man competition, and the
I THINK NOT.
and Dave Wildermuth added one
1
new student government.
year before placed first in the
extra point. Craig Kaplan hit
national 4 man competition.
paydirt for DTD while Randy
Upon what rationale does SG While the crew team does receive
Hartes brought in the extra point.
I strongly urge those members
base its most recent display of BG.money, it is not enough.
Phil Hancock scored a final
of the senate who voted in favor
I
.
simplemindedness? One
touchdown for Chi Phi.
of this proposed bill take a
Surely the crew team
argument proferred by
Tau Kappa Epsilon II blanked
moment to deliberate. Think for
contributes more to this
proponents of the bill is that_the
Thunderbirds 14-0 after Frank
institution than does a group of
money is there for thepurpose of
Bailey threw two touchdown
a moment, if you will, and .
loosely coordinated, largely
spending, and ai:iy recognized
exercise some restraint and
~asses aided by eric Young and
untrained cheerleaders who do
club on campus is eligible fo~
responsibility. It's your money.
not even have the dedication to
funding from the Activity and
withstand the rigors of a slight
Service Fee Account.
drizzle at a soccer match. Before
the cheerleaders consider taking
their troupe on the road, they had
better clean up their act, which
seems to be a bit rusty at the
present time.

Bob Herman on he extra points.
In the last game Nutcracker
Sweet defeated Fresh Garbage
18-13. Charles Golding made the
first TD for Nutcracker followed
by Dave Kutz for Garbage.
Golding retaliated with another
touchdown as did Kutz. Pat
Vaughn broke the tie with a final
score for the Nutcrackers.
IN MONDA Y'S action, God's
Children beat Bushwackers
19-13. The Bushwackers shot
ahead 7-6 at halftime but God's
Children rallied in the second half
to win the game.
Lambda Chi Alpha II shut out
Gooney Birds 12-0 when Dan
(Buford) Hicks scored in the first
half and Ray Boyd tallied the
second touchdown in the second
half.
In the Women's Intramural
Volleyball ·Championship, ~eta I
took the · · lead 14-9 largely
due - to the efforts of Kathy
Schell, but Tyes came back to win
with a final score of 16-14.
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Knights roll over ~IT
By JOHN GUNN
Sports Writer

Mario Isaac's record· tying
three assists boosted the FTU
Knights to a 4-0 route of visiting
F ·1 o r i d a I n s t i t u t e o f
Technology-Jensen Beach on
Saturday.
Isaac;s 3 assists tied teammate
Gus Romero's single game mark
and upped the Knight's season .
record to 7·4-1.
FIFTEEN MINUTES into the
· first period , midfielder Walt
Cordell started the scoring when
he headed cross shot from foward ·
Jim Madden past FIT goalkeeper
Mark Dryden.

Se_ven minutes later Madden
got one for himself when he
popped an Isaac pass over the .H T
goalie, giving FTU a 2-0 halftime
lead.
After thirteen minutes of
second half action Romero took a ·
th rough kick from Isaac and
tapped it past Dryden, who was
caught outside of the FIT goal.
THE FINA_L tally of the .
afternoon was notched by Knight
newcomer Farid Guediri, a
walk-on transfer from the
University of Miami.
FTU head coach Jim Rudy said
he was especially pleased with the

Booters shut out
Georgia State 3-~.
By JOHN GUNN
· Sports Writer

The FTU soccer Knights made
it three in a row at the expense of
Georgia State University as the
Knights recorded their second
consecutive home shutout on
Sunday afternoon.
The 3-0 shutout raised the
Knight's season mark to 8-4-1 and
the Division I visitors left town
after suffering their worst defeat
of the year.
GUS ROMERO recorded the
first FTU score as the Knight
forward booted a cross shot from
Jim Madden into the Panther net,
putting his team ahead to stay.
Nine minutes later, Romero
notched his second goal of the
afternoon when capitalized on a
loose ball resulting from a save on
a Mario Isaac shot, and the score
was 2-0.
Farid Guediri once again
provided the final touch when he
boomed a 15-yard shot past

performance of back Doug Dyer,
who played an "outstanding
defensive game."
Rudy also indicated that he
was especially happy about the
goal by Guediri, who was seeing
his first action in a Knight
uniform. "He broke in right,"
Rudy said. "We didn't even know
if he was eligible until a short time
ago."
KNIGHT CO-CAPTAIN Tony
Smith maintained that a positive
mental attitude was responsible
for the easy victory. "We stayed
relaxed," he said.

Photo by Mike Pad,iett

SEVERAL PLAYERS CONVERGE in a pile-up as they watch
a deflected pass fall harmlessly to the ground. The Flag
Football season wfuds up next wee, with the playoffs
following shortly.

unsuspecting state goalie Uoh
Jarret.
Panther coach Herbert Burgess
indicated that the distractions of
Walt Disney World may have
con tribute d to his team's
downfall. His squad had earlier
visited tl'le Central Florida ·
attraction.
KNIGHT COACH Jim Rudy
preferred to believe that his unit's
play could be responsible.
"We're turning into a
"counterattack" team," Rudy
said, "they bring the ball
downfield, our guys get it back
and bring it right back at them."
The Knight hooters traveled to
Me 1b o urne Tuesday for their
long-awaited rematch with the
Florida Institute of Technology
at Melbourne, a team that
defeated them last year. They
return home for another rematch
with Flagler College of St.
Augustine on Saturday at 2 p.m.

Photo by Mike Padgett

PLAYER snares a pass and is immediately relieved of his flag. Action took place during a
Monday Intramural flag football game in the Independent League.
..
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Win in Jacksonville Tourney·

:· woman's volleyball rolls on
The women's varsity volleyball
team traveled to Jacksonville last
Friday to compete in a tWo-day
tournament. The Jacksonville
University tournament is one of
the largest in the South with six
out-of-state teams and nine
Florida schools competing. The ·
contest was a round robin with
three pools of five schools each,
with FTU being seeded No. 1 in
their pool.
FTU played College · of
Charleston, the No. 1 ranked
college in South Carolina in their
opening match. The FTU team
proved to be superior, winning
the match easily 15-9, 15-10. The
second match of the day had FTU
playing Lake City Community
College with the Knights winning
the first game 15-11. Kathy
Stilwell served nine straight
points in the second game of the
match for another victory 15-6.
BY THE third match of the
day against University of Miami,
the team was feeling the absence
of one of their strongest spikers,
Cindy Henry. She had injured her
ankle during practice the night
before. They won the first game
15-9, but lost the second one to
University of Miami 2-15.
In the third game of the match
Bunny Seay's blistering serves
proved too much for the ·Miami
team and the Knights went on to
win 15-3. The first -day of .
competition ended with three
colleges having 3-0 records:
Mi am i-D ade Co mm unity
College-South, Louisiana State
University (LSU) and FTU.

ALL-ST AR BUNNY SEAY practices her spiking form.

Shaw predicts
19-4 '7 5 season
With five returning lettermen doesn't ask more than he knows
as the team nucleus, Bennie Shaw you can give," ::ihaw added. -"As a
predicts a 19-4 finish for the coach, he knows how to -get the
1975-76 basketball season. As the - most out of his team.~·
Knight's premier player, Shaw is
This year the Knights will have
returning for his second year of an opportunity to realize
playatFTU.
Bennie's prediction as they ·
A Seminole Junior College compete in the first year of the
(SJC) transfer, he is no stranger to Sunshine State Conference
the courts. Shaw played ball both
League.
years at Seminole and lettered in
the sport at Boone High School.
ALTHOUGH HE is majoring in
physical education with a minor
in science, Shaw hopes to play
professional ball in the future. He
is a senior this year standing 6 feet
2 and weighing 185 pounds.
"There are a lot of y oung guys
trying to make the team this
year," said Shaw. "It's hard
because there isn't much room to
practice and not everyone can
play. If they just keep the right
attitude and don't get
discouraged we'll have a good
team."
Voted 1974-75 Player of the
Year for the state of Florida,
Shaw has never had a home
gymnasium to play in since bot4
SJC and FTU lack proper
facilities. All of the Knight's
home games are played at Winter
Park High School.
Although Shaw termed Coach
Clark "tough" and "very
demanding" he maintains that he
enjoys playing for him. "He

Wrestlers hold
scrimmage

were seeded No. 1 in their
division with Miami-Dade South,
also with a 4-0 record, seeded No.
1 in their division for the
semi-finals. Both teams received a
bye for the first round. FTU
played their hardest match of the
semi-finals against a very strong
LS U team. Coach McDaniel
maintained that the Knights beat
LSU, "because of a tremendous
team effort."
"Our offense just wasn't
clicking," she said. "The team
really had to play outstanding
defense to win this one." Scores
for the match were 17-15, 15-13.
Both FTU and Miami-Dade
South had won their division and
had advanced to the finals. The
final game was played before a
packed house at Swisher Gym on

the Jacksonville campus. The
FrU team lost to Miami-Dade
South for the second time this
season 5-15, 12-15. After the
final match, an all-star team of
twelve players was selected from
the three hundred competitors.
Two FrU players- were selected
for this honor, Susan Marcus and
Bunny Seay.
The team traveled to Tampa,
Tuesday, to play the University
of Tampa and the University of
South Florida. Saturday, the
team will be playing in a
tournament at Seminole Junior
College. They will be playing
University of Florida and Flagler
College with competition starting
at lla.m.

The second day of the
tournament began with .the
Knights playing the University of
Georgia. Once again the strong
serving of Bunny Seay proyed too
much for Georgia and FTU won
the first game 15-1.
ON THE strength of their 4-0

tournament record the

~i~~

ALL-STAR SUSAN MARCUS.displays her leaping ability at
the net in a recent game with the University of Florida.
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AIR HOCKEY
SNOOKER

FOOSBALL
BLMPER POOL
TABLE TENNIS

LIFEJSMORETHAN SITTINGAROU}ID
WONDERING WHAT TO DO NEXT

The FTU wrestling team will
hold it's annual Black and Gold
scrimmage at noon on the Village
Green today.
Find out about life and what you can contribute in the Peace Corps and VISTA .
This exhibition is held to
A plications are NOW from stude.nts who will graduate in the next few months.
familiarize the FTU studen t body
o~erseas assig1111 ;ents in the Peace Corps and "V_ISTA assi~n_men~s in the U.~. nee
- with the wrestling team. The
volunteers with degrees in health fields, busz_ness a~m mz~tratzon, mathema~cs,
event also determines the starting
biological and physical sciences, lzome economzcs, engmeermg, French, educatzon,
spots in the regular lineup when
and many other areas.
the actual season gets underway.
Find out about travel opportunities, salary and how you can P_Ut your degree to
These are somy of the m atches
work helping others when Peace Corps and VISTA representatzves ar~ on campus
for Friday's ex hibition :
November 20.21 . Get an app/icatio11 from the Placement Office and szgn up for an
118 lbs.:-Haruki Kawam ukai
interview NO iv.
vs. Rich Guerra
142 lbs.--Pete Kontor vs. Mike
Wareing
158 lbs.--Rich Dombrowski vs.
" John Thedars
Hearywcight-~~ Bfilkey v~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~•
Bud Blake.

*CHECK ClJT
CARDS

MONOPOLY
RISK
CHESS
CHECKERS

CROOJET
DC1v1INOES
PROBE
· - --BACKG.AM-10N

* RENT.

. ) NEW

FLIM-FLAM VIDEO GPJviE
~KET BILLIARDS

I

I

TANDEM BICYCLES

REGULAR BICYCLES
CANOES
C#i1PI~ EQUIPMENT

I
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WANTED

1971 MACH 1 MUSTANG. New
351 Cleveland 8,000 miles on
engine. Shag carpet, C-6
Female roommate wanted to
share 2 bdrm. , 1 bath apt. at
automatic trans., cragar mags,
Haystack Apts. fully furnished. · $1800 or best offer. Contact
·
1 -4 MW
Come by between 4:00 & 7:00 ' Gary a t Housmg,
. .F.,
P.M. Rachel in Apt. 3311-D.
9-12 T.Th.
2 Female roommates wanted to
share with me 2 bedroom, 2
bath apt. located across street
from FTU. Call after 8 P.M.
Kristy 273-3916.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Private
room - $70 per month plus
electric. Close to FTU. Call Mark
277-2187.

12x65 Meadowbrook. Take over
payments $85.39 mo., excellent
condition. Located just 8 mis.
from FTU. Call Fran 2766.
Evenings 365-6403.
17 foot Seabreeze, 75 hp ., Walk
through Windshield, Magic tilt
trailer, many extras. $1095.
645-0802 or 645-3006.

FOR SALE
'67 Chevy Nova SS 327 VS.
Clean, air cond ., power steering,
auto console. radio, bucket seats.
$550 Call Tom 834-4779.
STEREO SYSTEM . Scott
(30/30) receiver, AR turntable,
Empire stylus, two AR-2a three
way speakers, mint condition.
All $315, or separately, call
365-5160 after 5:30 P.M.
HARLEY DAVIDSON
SPORTSTER before 4:30 call
Gloria at 27 5-2268, after- 4: 30
see Steve at apt. No. 109
University Apartments.
WINTER PARK 3 bdrm., 2
bath, den, air, living room
(26xl2), near schools, hospital,
NTC, large corner ~ot. Priced to
sell call 273-1786 or 273-3415 .

'73 VEGA, automatic,. 19000
miles, extra clean.
'7 2 Datsun pickup, air cond ., _
radio, step bumper. 275-7321,
evenings please.

SERVICES
E X PER I ENCED TYPIST
especially theses. IBM Selectric.
Please call Susie Weiss on
campus 2389 or 678-3481 after
5: 30. Fast accurate service at
reasonable rates.
1'YPING SERVICE. Term
papers · Theses. 404 a page. IBM
Selectric. Minor corrections & 1
c.c·. Call Virgi~ia Hilty.
293-3458.

Need a
(Jail or

LSAT PREPARATION
COURSE. 20 hours, $70 half of
our students scored over 600.
Course repeatable free . 70 pt.
improvement by the second try
or your money back. Attention
first class free, no obligation.

Duplex · 2 bdrm. unfurnished, :
AC, large yard, pets welcome. ·
$140 mo. plus $15 utility.
Casselbery area. 830-9769 . .

Student.

Toots and Tooter don't worry'
~~:1~~~e~m be alright, just give

.
~

K.s. Thanks for. being _ "the
world's greatest little sister your Super!! C. C.
.
. .

m.. .
1

Beer :Fol:J.adJ•s .o.-~t.:~gh\'fifttSr

Tuesday, r Eve1y tent~ : Plt4h1H»·o.f· Beet .,JlE-1·
Wednesda.9 ,
Ftlday,

7:30A.M. T0~30P.M.
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Dan~e Contest - with- p·11ze1 . aw~tded

p.m.

L~unge & Game Room Open

even1 fifteen ·
minutes
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Wine Chillers . FREE.

Everydo.y 111on-Ftl Hapf:ty Hour 4-6
8ee1 lnc1ease 5
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SLEEP IN SCOTT'S ARMS.
Less than one mile from main
ad min. bldg. Quiet and
well-maintained, 1 bdrm.
Furnished, $140. mo., 11600
Mendel Dr. off Alafaya Tr.
275-7 833 or 365-5585.

·._ GC1me Roo·m wlth foo:lbaU,.~lnb~U~ .
. · Su-nper Poof .QO-d fllOl8
-· . -

-'

i

offers ·a 20%' discount to FTU. students and faculty···
1· on parts and labor if. repairs
are performed
:
.
.•
at the dealership
;

D. J. Sal Sondo to .enterta1·n you. viitb
yestetd~ys, ~odQy~ :.; an'CJ -·
;·

Gower11men t

l [](J
u[] l ILn iJc:! wfl (j. ENI l

• •

Open seven nights. <l week

ome

~ .....,.~. .···~~····.·~. .·······--·~········i

305-854-7 466.

EXPERIENCE .SOffiETH.ING .NEW

(j

........................

~·

PERSONAL!:

FOR RE.NT

Roo·m n..a te?

COLONIAL DRIVE/RT. 50

IF YOU CAN'T FIND US - ~IVE US. A CALL° 671-9018
3425 · Forsyth Road Otl~ndo, ~la.

D

STONE Af>PLE

